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ovement,

Or is

1,

In

what

lovement,

Iovement,
what

do you think we could call

sense
the

Negro Civil Rights Movement,

however we choose to call it

sense is

it

--

a

a revolution?

one?

iASTEI:
for

movement

I

t's

nore

a

revolution

rapid

in

the sense that
than will

social change,

it

is

a

take place

the

in

normal course of events. Aka± Actually, the drive, if I may so
describe it,

for the modifications or correction

and for equality
organized

form ,

T he
a

first

early

continued wi t

is

in

and aggressively
for

the last

tne last

and whites

more Negroes

in

under

law,

1930s

some

,

the drive in
to about

10 years,
as well,

identified

change,

that

ten years,

than ever before,

themselves,
has

, probably

the

caused the

wi tf

my real gamtx noint now is,

that,

continuation and an acceleration

And itis

--

of the

revolution.

of a drive,

openly

have

But

what one will,

callit

the

fact that

the

the request

continuity

to be described as

1930

ever since.

organization

15 yea B the pace of change was slow.

acceleration

demand,

goes back to the

And it

roughly.

and rights

of status

of our basic law,

it's

yes,
effort
I suppose

a

with a greater accession

of strenghth through aggressiveness of the participants and through
a wider participation,
acceleration,

rather

but nonetheless,

a

than a new departure.
_.------------_

continuation

and
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i:Dr.
oresiedient

enry,

von

of Clarksdale

of the rN.A.A.C.P.,

iie said to me,

in this way.

w

,

iississippis

there, referred this long process
the N1.A.A.C.P.

and all the o ther

individuals and agencies who have worked to define the legal basis
that has been in education and other departments of life,
made possible,

have

to have a revolution w"rithin the terms of law.
on laws that are

dut now theattack is

practices that are not lemal,

x not laws,

and aix

because now a citizen knowss what

the law actually means to him. Am I making myself clear.

Sthe

ixax hAS"i'In: Ydes, you are.

Part ofx~gka the problem is

obvious continuin - nroblem of definition of the meaning

of words.

lowt- one can define revoj.ution as an effort to bring

about change $x

inconsistent with tne basic legal order,

x

of course, there are persons in
lut I think that the

this day and time, waho urge that.

antlernan who you are quotin,

revolution as perhaos most people

is

doin this connection,

a rapid change, brougnt about through
or community oressure,

and

using
to mean

a great deal of popular

writhin thie national constitutional framework,

and wiithin the lawas of the Unitdd States, and thelabws of the
states that are permissible under our
sense rmany would say

He said,

means is

tthat

makes a great deal of difference.

to continue justfor a moment, that this is

movement toward 4ga 44--legality,

HASTIL:

In

t ;s not a revolution, but I don't think

the word by wrhich w"e call it,

Q:

constijtution.

rather than from legality.

I think tht's true, because I think wh-t he

that the nolitical concepts which is

fundamental in

a

-3our nation,

and its basic laws, is a concept of an equalitarian

Society. And if

all valid lawr has to respect thatconcent,

the movement is

to bring

both our practices and certain of our

local statutory enactments,
framework,
nation.

indeed,
So in

.:

waithin the ideolodical R

w:ithin theconstitutional framework,

tmx

of the

tht respect I would arree with him entirely.

ihere's another aspect of not merely a rovolution,

I suonoee any strongly

felt popular movement --

charf;e.

done is

clear in

this.

gut hate has

historically speakinm:.

as a component,

of some

Te problem then,

isxtr}ak can you keen this kind of motivation,that
wJhich we have to recognize

emotional

a part in it.

And the hope and hate direct themselves at linuldation
rec'ime or some class,

but

a revolution , say,

twiio ,reat motivating elements --

lives on hope and hate,

it,

then

nate part of

constructive,

when you're actually moving to maintain a. society,

and not to

liquidate it.

iAS 'IL:

'elli

--

I think , tosay,

to keep the hate part

constructive, is almost contradiction.

:

Yes.

t-ASTIE:

It

assumes that hate

is a constructive force,

when the emotion of hate drives people to tear and rend kbx whatever
is

the object of the hate.

so long; as hate is

3ut the movement remains nnnctructiye

I suppose this is really a

depersonalized.

translation of the Christian ethic,
h ating man himself,

you hate the evil in man without

retain a certain amount of ceaa& e

compassion for theindividual.

-

i1mw, I suppose that's not the

-4type of hate that many peoplez axx are talking about in
gut I think,

connection.

to maintain

Possible

to a

considerable

extent,

(

exThe

is

thevare

feeling that

the

because

, perhaps

deserted by the entire

this, a sense that there is
element,
that

in

the national
sip nifican

gives some
To

s hock in

Ithink,

Negroes,

do

that

sometimes

maintained

have

throughout

a very large element, a very powerful

community, and in most local communities,
t
revolution.
to the so-called
support

digreds

a minute on

that,

the last

few weeks,

that

some pa~x people have expressed

% of the vote in

25

the Wiisconsin
I think

primary election, went for the Governor of Alabama.
that

involves

in

popular supoort

Wlisconsin

revolution. -

of the

e

at

any

there

that

presuoposition

a arear

rate,

eela-Personally,

for

susoect that25;%of the citizens
at the revolution.

the accomolishment

Idon't think the support

the

, but

25,

area in

Q:

really

and a sense

awareness

Wisconsin,

look at least

In that sense itmay not be
But

I

cite

to the75% and emphasize
of a great

support

On the matter of the role

among

White man,
af

was and I would

an inaccurate

that

not to point

that

there

an

is

of rapid change

to

in

this

the whitecommunity.

or whatever he is,

white liberal,
impulse

em in

of public opinion.

representation

an overwhelming

is

,-is as overwhelming as we would sometimes hone it

askance

nothave

community.

white

local scene,

But I thihk most Negroes

the case.

and to

of individuals,

most

on a very narrow

has been

as distinguished

kind ofhate,

drive with that

from so much of thenersonalized hate
a considerable

it

degree,

this

some Negro groups

go home.

ea#eir--affliction.

of the whitesympathizer,

we find a very strongly articulate
anyway,

For instance,
Or we

or

to say --

James Baldwin

liberal,

go home.

theliberal an

find others saying --

you've served
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hJow we take over.

your time. h1ow wae are throu hb with you.

the white walled tires off the front wrheels of the car.
all this impulse.
its imnulse,
fact?

Howr do you read this irinulse,
as , not a. nsychologjical

and it,

l'ake

You knorr,

the thin; behind

fact, but a ooli tidcal

Hor do y ou set its value

)$HASiIE:

First of all, I'mr a noor person to Iude,

because

of the fact that I have not been in position to be out in

the

hustings, and

and get

to personally sample grass roots reaction,

a sense of the feel of great numbers of peocle.
a ls o t hew~e e---4

ueeaa--impdonde rab lo, as to the relative

importance of leadershi2

view, and kixx wblether there is

reaction kixx and view distinct from

individual or "'rmun

Trh

>o writn that preamble,

-uesses.

I think tnat the akea3a------arnount
and rejection

exayvrierated.
is

of w
rhite

XPXX ' :aybe the

a hveyro takes tois oosition.

of hatred of everyth

liberal assistance,

wrish is

sensational and therefore it

a mass

baldwin or any other

t

of leadrs mzay say.

I just hazard one or t'ro really;

?white,

I , and there's

is

my;

probably

father to the thought.

It

makes newrspaper rxa x headlines,

when

Perhaps eecauae of our- eeae~a4He---

gendrations-old stereotype of the 1Negro as a very docile sort of
person.

Hut my 2'uess is

that at least as of now, there is not as

rioch rejdction of the support of whites, as some of theheadlined
utterances might cause one to believe.
It

'lfake the Mlarch on udashiggton.

was a prime indication of what happens when thechips are down,

and it's

necessary and desirable to

kx ret as wide-bassed support

as possible. So recognizing that this is the reaction-w 4e ----with
which your question started,
people k x in

is

a fact,

leadership position,

is

experienced by numbs of

andof course,

numbersn
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of followers.
is

that as ofnowr,

think.

hardly more than a guess

?'y own guess andit's
id--

Certainly it

eaw--it's not as rraat

as we sometimes

has a notential of pettinv greater,

and that

I think, isthe importance of the drive for dlvii rights legislation
now for many other changes quickay, if
furtherdevelopment

and spread ofthis

only to prevent the
very dangerous potentially

cataetroohic ooint of view.

=: lWJithin the revolution itself,
leadership nowr.

there is

no clearly defined

looking' back on great social

:iisborically,

movements, even those that don't emerge k as full fledged revolutions,
there is

usually a concentration of leadersnip before it

Dlo you see any tendency toward such a concentration4--for the centralizing of authority and presti'-e,
Negro Revolt, or the Njegro levolution,

's over.
e - he-----

in this , the

or wrhatever we

choose to

call it.

RAS'1'Ig: Again,
answer. Certainly,

I doubt whether I can give a very meaningful

as you know,

the leadership of five or six

of themost important national civil libertarian
organizations,

and Jegro advancement

has been meeting; informally , att emptino

common ground for several years.

to reahh

And again, turning to the

!-larch on Wgkix .';ashington, that indicated the potentiality and
also thewiliinpness ofleadership of those organizations,
rate,

to wo)r as a proup.

any titular head,
dominant force.

Jow,

it's

true,

it's

at any

a group without

or any one person who's recognized as the
i3ut though revolutions of some types

have

certainly moved when there was this sort of single dominating
personality ina group, I'm not sure whetherthis is

generous
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enough to k go forwa rd. without that,

but I agree with you that

certainly there nas not emerged that type of unitary leaderships.

q.;

There are some

who are emerging.

$x aspirants right now apparently,

I t's,

a character such as "Malcolm X,

Dresumably he can only thrive in
characters of that cut,

thatrole,

who are beg;innin;

and there are other
to appear on thescene.

How much of a problem doyou think there is to contain this inpulse
toward personalized,
T'hat offers

centralized over-reachin,

more emotional excitement than the old line or'anizations,

is that a real hazard,

do you thin"ci?

IiASTIE: Again, I don't :knor,
communities and local situations,
k11'

w"ill gain dom .. riance,

or three ,year s, has

unquestionably,

avid at ties

ness is
America.

.

local
such leadership

places, 9.n the last two

anc

But itis

leadershivi

that

to those who are convinced that there is

no, there Is T-satIsTaction, no solution,
present order,

in

for the time being-,

become doninent.

a<pnpeals to the honeless,

in the past

authority?

to be found wi thin the

under leadership of the sort that we have experienced
And I'm far x from suzre that that sort of lxkx hopeless-

characteristic

of the overw!helminmr

So I could onl

number of ide roes in

hazard the view that the success of

that kind of leadershin will be in direct nrooortion to the houelessress or desneration

of the potential followers.

q; It is said by some observers, that the split now between
who are
the rising uoper half of the .Jegro population, kb)s resoonsible
citizens , the professions opening to them,

jobs opening,

businessis opening to them, and the submerged third to one half,

-8creates a oroblem,

the split writhin the situation of

that is

the ,debgro citizenry

, that makes the problem.

more than half, whatever percentage
opening of opnortunity.

we take,

Tnat half, say, or
does have a sudden

TI'he other half feels morex

rxs

desperate than ever because they are cut off from this, which
their ow"n even blood relatives have frequentlya,
of thesame ethnic group.

much less, members

this ishidden dynamite in the situation,

does that make sense.

iiAS'1IL: I thinl: it
we've beenxa ix

is

and this is what

does,

axarxx saying.

, Dart of wArhat

The apoeal of ialcoln A is,

casically,

to toe most disadvantaged groun no nave this feeling; of ;g

hopelessness

and desperation.

TL'hat's wrhv,

that the

of course,

variousxax economic and social measures undertaken both locally
and nationall to benef
eanomic and social e
r rewatest importance

it persons rerardhess of race, or in that
t

eHT-situation,

those measures of the

arresting the destructive

and value

of racist revolution that the ?'.alcolm Xs would

:

In other w"ords,

$bbx wre

tyoe

seek to foment.

have here the intersection

of an economic class problem and a race oroblem at the same time.

rIASTIL: There's no question about it.
.

iany peonle have

said that from a point of view of social strategy,
who wranted to keen the massof
in

their place,

had realized it,

the people

egroes , as theexpression goes,
the best way tohave done it,

would have been a generation or twro ago,
a N\egro elite,

if

to encourage and advance

and identify them with the white community.

Certainly the fact thatall iJegroes, at least up to a generation
or two ago,

felt themselves in

essentially the same boat,

gave a

-9-

measure of solidarityrovided

a leadership among thebetter

prepared and trained iJegroes thatoonceivably

night have

been,

rot have been orese nt, nad those people not had the same
sense of suffering,

sense of suffering, that some of them,

don't have today.
On the other hand,

let me say this.

Wemust remember that

among young ueople, colored as well as white,

our college trained

people arex i

ixx neonle who have had advantages and

opportunities,

are , many of those are in

of the strug°-le now, and

concede itas a humanitari an cause

to which they dedicate themselves,
Ican say now on that

:
sirrounding
4

x

the very forefront

ao I think that's about all

subject.

'ihe tendency to isolate the race questionfrom the
questions,

unreality in

if

I call you right,

the oossibility of solution,

fio isolate the race question

follow?

create a certain
does that

cxnmx from the

context

in economic,
HASTIE; Oh, oh,

surely, I don't believe any serious

thinker about this matter,

believes that the racial ,question

can be dealt waith apart from the

whole socioeconomic

complex

of American life. And certainly all of theconstructive efforts
to deal with it,
the problern as

Q:

involve a combination of approaches reco'nizing
being

more than racial.

Let us take a case such as the Harlem schoyls and

integrationof iarlem schools.

Given the population ratios,

and the area to be covered in Jew York City, we have a testtube
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case ofinte;rat
aspects.

ion by bussin;_,

-Te knrowr about. Can you see a solution

U ther asnects

i1 $a awx terms of bussinm

iiA:, T:

F

Again,

I

as a solution aimed at the racial

as si'nificant.

don't know.

I'm unable as of now to

satisfactorily answer for myself, several fundamental questions,
again,

wrhich are not essentially racial, wrhich underi" the

elution to the

racial problom,.

!irst,

is

the neighborhood

very localized mublic school, a sound concept, Twithout re, 'iard to
race,

for an urban area,

craract~rizeu

concentrated *iidcnle income g-rouos,
rivilered livinr.
reexamine

by a concentrated slumps,

concenr rated areas of

Do we, should we reexamine,

and if

wre

, Frith what results, shcould wre reexamine our whole

orermrise of the soundness of the nei(;hbhorhrood shchool.
that, does the neighbornood
in the , in navi .n

the

schoolxxrxx oven have an advantage
trx opoortunity to concentrate upon

the undouoted snecial nruirernents
Is tne , is

In asking

of underprivile

ed children.

our basic shortcoming that we have failded to do that,

as distin- uished from7 failin,
socioeconomic classes,

in

to irinrle students in

the same

, the classroo.

all
icy difficulty,

and I suppose certainly it's a difficulty of most people who
try to think through this, is

what is

the really most advantag-eous

thLing for the development of the youngsters.
weighed waith that,

has

And of course,

;ot to be the disadvantage of the youngster

feeiin:$that racially or culturally he is isolated from the rest
of society, and with all of thethins that that sense of
isolation to him. So I really, after using many words, have to
confess,
question.

I can't comexocnxx un wi ti an $WcrgX

answer to your
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q; I was thin~ing of something
integration

it

is

a great good,

like this.

Suppose we admit

offers variety of experience,

offers some curative or t 3ee--preventive

force such as

isolation of any, either the white man or the black man.
does those things.

rut take J ashington.

that, becoming an all ile, rocity.

You'ro say~ng,

if

l'ake some city like

iow can you integrate, where

rax are the wshite children cominr-

1-iASTInIr:

I t

from?

the ghetto

there's nothing but ghetto to integrate, that's
and forces us in situations of a that sort,

x big enough,

begins

entirely true,

of necessity to

seek a different type of solution.

b:

A oerson who is

responsible

inthis,

Virginia.

The

normally very responsible,

said to me,

in

that case --

muoils to integrate.

rfhat

and maybe

bringthem from

does create some

legal difficulties, I suppose.

i3ut I wlouldn't try to

xrrk

tate of mind I'm talking about there.

s
is

the primary item,

rather than evaluating

in

the

6ut it's

you about those.

Think that this

a context of

other

goods.

iIASTIE:

Well,

certainly does have to be evaluated

it

to the natureof revolution.

up over a complicated
way, some axcutting
pro and con.
for a simple

People

the

Of course, now we are , we get to the

c ontext of other goods.
again,

in

e -a---grroup

People do not g;et
of ideas,

stirred

some cutting one

another. As we're sitting here, discussing
get stirred up when

, very simple

concept; in

they adopt and struggle

areas of Africa of course,

you
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use one wo rd --

the Swahili

Huhuru.

word for freedom --

And you rally people around the enthusiasm generated by that
concept.

Revolution alays oversimplifies ideas.
one of the great problems of leadership is

course,

And of
that thoughi

ideas be oversimplified in tne minds of many ueonle,

that

leadership with more sophisticated thinking; attempts to adjust

itself and its programs to the total need , viewed in a

I

I

1ay.
sophisticated w

I'm not tryinrv to put wor ds in your mouth, now, but

:

I'm trvinh to .araphrase.
it's

dvr this line ofthin king,

conceivable that a think; like bussinrT,

serves as a symbol for many other things,

then,

or integration

and it

is not treated

only in the direction ofthis soecial rood in a complex of goods;
becor".e

an ov~rr uinF s ri-bol w-rhi.ch appeals genrally,

can be

used as a cry.

11ASTT :

I think that's a fair statemnet.

I sun~pose in a place like ;dewa York , it
dissatifction

is

'ough

an expression of

vrwit}h iany aspects of the local public schools,

which may not be racial in

themselves.

Q: Just damn bad schools.
HAS'I1:
Andof course, it may be much more, it may reflect the
dissatisfaction with slum living, in that it means gettingthe
children outside of the slum at least for thio or three hrours
the school.

I'm notsure what the psycholoy of it

is.

of

-13§: And you havetoo,xlx though,
class,

,ecro fa:nilies,

ucoer class,

to private schools,

kx sendirg their children

further depressin ' the "f,;hietto

T'hat's true,

IJASTIL:

a count~Dnoise of middle

of course,

and impulses that are not racial,

a :ain,

schools."

you have considerations

a4a 4---motivatin

oeoole who

are identified waith the racial strumrle.

L'4D OF 'rAi L 1.

i:

Letlne xa

Clark about

read you a quotation
Tartin Luthuer

in-'s philosonh

anoears

, Judl;e liastie,

:in z's philosophy.

from Dr.

eneth

"On the surface

to reflect h~ealth and stability,

T-chile

the black: nationalists betray patholovy and instability.
deeoer analysis iiowrever,
unrealistic if

might reveal that there is

also an

not oatho~oical basis in ring's doctrine.

natural reaction to injustice,

A

Fr'he

oporession and humiliation,

is bitterness and resentment, The form thatsuch bitterness takes
need not be overtly violent, but the corrosion of spirit,
seen inevitable.

It

would seem, therefore,

that any demands

that the victims of oppression be required to love those who
®?a~e-

hele--oppress them, places an additioall and probably

intolerable psychology-ical burden uoon the victims."

HAST'IL:

W:
ell, the answer to that, of course,

that the psychologist

has to Fgive,

is

anxsc

and I'm not a psychologist.

As you were reading I was thinking that the model for Dlr.
of course,

was Gnandi.

answer

King

And we are essentially a pragmatic people

